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The Clinical Problem of Hepatic Metastases in 
Colorectal Carcinoma

Despite major advances in the systemic treatment of metastatic 
colorectal carcinoma, the 5 year survival rate remains disappointingly 
low at approximately 7% [1]. Median survival for this patient group is 
currently in the range 1.5 to 2.5 years, and depends on continuation 
of systemic therapy for much of the patient’s remaining life. Of all 
patients with metastatic colorectal cancer, 20-30% have liver-only 
metastases and approximately 50% of recurrences following resection 
of the primary tumour are confined to the liver alone. Surgical resection 
of hepatic metastases is the treatment of choice, where possible, but 
this is feasible for less than 15% of patients at presentation [2]. For the 
subset of patients with metastatic colorectal cancer in whom surgical 
resection can be achieved, the 5 year overall survival probability is 30-
40%, with 20% of patients achieving long-term cure [3]. Patients with 
unresectable liver predominant metastases have increasingly become 
a focus of interest for improving survival for patients with metastatic 
colorectal cancer. This prioritization is due to the outcomes from Phase 
II studies utilising downstaging neo-adjuvant chemotherapy in which 
10-20% of patients with inoperable liver disease have been converted
to curative resection and due to the finding that there is a statistical
correlation between tumour response and resection rates across clinical
studies [4]. Multimodality treatment combinations of systemic agents
with liver surgery have been proffered as a means of improving tumour
response rates and so improving the proportion of long term survivors
of patients with metastatic colorectal cancer.

There has been much optimism that newly developed, expensive, 
biologically targeted agents may improve survival in this patient 
group, when combined with systemic chemotherapy, but complete 
radiological responses or cures remain exceedingly rare. Preliminary 
data from Phase III trials of chemotherapy and biologically targeted 
agents have not consistently shown statistically significant increases 
in response rates,nor the frequency of down-staging to resectability, 

over chemotherapy alone. There are two limitations of delivering 
neoadjuvant chemotherapy prior to liver metastectomy. Firstly, the 
development of pathological liver steatosis and fibrosis, which can 
occur with oxaliplatin-based chemotherapy or with irinotecan-based 
chemotherapy, and worsens with cumulative dosing. Secondly, the 
risk of disease relapse in the liver post-surgery, usually not at the 
resection site. Of those patients with liver-dominant or liver-only 
metastases, where the hepatic disease is unlikely to become resectable 
even with neoadjuvant systemic therapy, there is still a robust rationale 
for maximising local control of the liver disease, since up to 90% of 
patients with metastatic colorectal cancer ultimately die of liver failure 
[5]. Multiple loco-regional strategies are therefore under investigation 
to improve the outcome for patients with unresectable colorectal 
liver metastases, including radio-frequency ablation, hepatic arterial 
chemotherapy, cryotherapy and radio-embolization (RE), also known 
as selective internal radiotherapy (SIRT). 

Radio-embolization therapy

RE with Ytrium-90 microspheres is a technique that has been 
developed to target multiple sites of disease within the liver as a form 
of brachytherapy. In contrast to surgical resection and radiofrequency 
ablation, its use is not limited by the number or site of liver metastases. 
TheraSpheres® (MDS Nordion Inc., Kanata, Ontario, Canada) are 
glass microspheres and SIR-Spheres® (Sirtex Medical Ltd, Sydney, 
Australia) are resin microspheres, both of which contain the pure beta-
emitter, Ytrium-90, and have a mean diameter of 20-35 micrometers. 
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Abstract
The commonest cause of death from advanced colorectal cancer is disease progression of hepatic metastases. 

A number of technologies are in clinical development to improve local control of liver metastases and potentially 
improve overall survival. Radio-embolization (RE) is a technique for administering resin or glass microspheres 
that contain yttrium-90 to unresectable primary or secondary hepatic malignancies internally via the liver’s arterial 
supply in a single procedure. Clinical trials of RE used with concomitant radiosensitizing chemotherapy have shown 
promising results in patients with metastatic colorectal cancer. In this article, the evidence base for combining RE 
with systemic chemotherapy in the first line therapy of metastatic colorectal cancer is appraised and the scientific 
rationale for combining RE with chemotherapy in first and subsequent lines of therapy is outlined. Clinical trials of RE 
and chemotherapy currently recruiting patients with metastatic colorectal cancer are discussed in detail and practical 
recommendations offered on how best to combine RE and systemic chemotherapy.
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SIR-spheres were first approved for use in Australia (1998) for the 
treatment of inoperable liver tumours and subsequently in the USA 
(2002) for the treatment of unresectable primary or metastatic liver 
tumours when combined with hepatic arterial fluoxuridine, and in the 
European Union (2002) for the treatment of primary and metastatic 
liver cancer. 90Y glass microspheres are approved in Europe, India and 
Canada for the treatment of hepatic neoplasia. In the USA, 90Y glass 
microspheres are approved for unresectable hepatocellular carcinoma. 

The technique of RE involves an out-patient procedure in which 
a trans-femoral catheterisation is performed and, in the case of resin 
microspheres, approximately 40 to 80 million microspheres are injected 
into the arterial supply of the liver under fluoroscopic guidance. This 
treatment preferentially delivers a high dose of radiation to the liver 
tumour, whilst sparing much of the normal liver, by virtue of the fact 
that the tumour derives the majority of its blood supply from the 
hepatic artery and this characteristic ensures the injected microspheres 
lodge in the tumour microvasculature [6], whereas the normal liver 
predominantly receives its blood supply from the portal venous system. 
Many theoretical and clinical aspects of the utility of SIR-spheres for 
the treatment of metastatic colorectal cancer have been published, 
including reviews of the clinical response rate to treatment in the first-
line, second-line and salvage settings [7-11].

Scientific rationale for combining RE with systemic 
chemotherapy currently used to treat metastatic colorectal 
cancer

It could be argued that some of the greatest breakthroughs in the 
treatment of solid malignancies have been made by administering 
chemotherapy and radiotherapy concurrently in the first-line setting, 
thus sparing patients from mutilating surgery [12-14]. There are a 
number of mechanisms by which drugs interact with radiation that 
can be exploited for therapeutic benefit [15]. The administration of 
potent systemic chemotherapy against metastatic colorectal cancer 
alongside radiation therapy targeted to disease in the liver exploits the 
mechanism of spatial co-operation, first described by Steel in 1979 [16]. 
Systemic chemotherapy targets macroscopic and microscopic disease 
outside the irradiated tissue whilst radiation therapy targets both 
macroscopic and microscopic disease in the liver, in the case of Ytrium 
90 spheres, delivering a very high dose or radiation preferentially to the 
tumour whilst sparing normal liver tissue. As RE and chemotherapy 
have mostly non-overlapping toxicities, the combination of the two 
therapies theoretically should result in therapeutic gain, improving 
overall disease control and time to disease progression, whilst 
minimising unacceptable toxicity. Whereas the principle of spatial co-
operation can potentially operate in any line of therapy, the highest 
response rates to chemotherapy and radiation in metastatic colorectal 
cancer are generally observed in the first line setting, with diminishing 
levels of response thereafter. Therefore, one might expect to see the 
best outcomes to be achieved from combining Ytrium 90 with systemic 
chemotherapy in the first line therapy of metastatic colorectal cancer.

Another mechanism by which chemotherapy drugs interact with 
radiation is by intrinsic radiosensitisation of tumour cells. At the 
cellular level, this means that the combined effect of administering 
chemotherapy and radiation together is greater than would be 
anticipated by merely adding together the independent anti-tumour 
effects expected from chemotherapy alone and radiation alone. In 
the case of metastatic colorectal cancer, all of the chemotherapy 
agents commonly used in the treatment of this disease have been 
demonstrated to be intrinsic radiosensitisers [17]. 5-Fluorouracil, 

which is the mainstay of colorectal cancer therapy, makes tumour cells 
more sensitive to the effects of radiation by inhibiting DNA repair 
of radiation-induced DNA damage, by producing double-stranded 
DNA breaks and killing cells in the S phase of the cell cycle, which is 
a relatively radioresistant phase of the cell cycle when DNA synthesis 
occurs [18,19]. Irinotecan is a chemotherapy drug that is approved for 
use in first line or subsequent therapy of metastatic colorectal cancer, 
either in combination with 5-fluorouracil or as a single agent. It is 
also a radiosensitiser in colon cancer cell lines [20]. It is a pro-drug 
for SN-38, which acts as an inhibitor of Topo-Isomerase 1, an enzyme 
involved in the production of single stranded DNA breaks during 
DNA replication. One mechanism by which irinotecan is thought to 
act as a radiosensitiser is the interaction between the DNA cleavable 
complex with replication machinery during DNA synthesis and by 
inhibition of sub-lethal radiation damage [20,21]. Oxaliplatin is a 
diaminocyclohexane compound which is a potent radiosensitiser in 
cells grown in vitro [22]. It has also been evaluated in combination with 
5-FU and radiation in vitro, where experiments revealed synergism in 
comparison to either radiation or the drugs alone [23]. The majority of 
the DNA damage caused by oxaliplatin is intrastrand DNA cross-links 
and monofunctional adducts, which it is believed the cell can repair 
relatively easily compared to interstrand DNA cross-links, which only 
represent a small proportion of the DNA lesions induced by oxaliplatin, 
but require repair of both DNA strands. It is thought that repair of 
the latter lesion, the interstrand crosslink, may overwhelm the cell’s 
capacity to repair DNA damage in the context of irradiation, causing 
cells to arrest and potentially resulting in cell death. Additionally, the 
more common bulky DNA adducts induced by oxaliplatin also distort 
the DNA duplex, potentially blocking replication and transcription. 
Not surprisingly, oxaliplatin causes cell cycle arrest, which tends to be 
in the G2/M phase of cell cycle, which makes cell more radiosensitive. 
In summary, to capitalise on the potential enhancement of tumour 
response to Ytrium 90 radiation therapy by the mechanism of 
radiosensitisation it seems logical to co-administer radiosensitising 
chemotherapy, regardless of whether the multi-modality treatment is 
being used in first line therapy or a subsequent line of therapy.

Optimal combinations of systemic chemotherapy with RE in 
metastatic colorectal cancer: First-line therapy

A number of published studies of Ytrium-90 RE for metastatic 
colorectal cancer can be used to guide physicians in how to combine 
this treatment modality with systemic chemotherapy.

In 2001, Gray et al. [9] published a randomised controlled 
trial comparing hepatic arterial chemotherapy(HAC) with FUDR 
plus RE versus HAC with FUDR alone, in74 patients with non-
resectable colorectal liver metastases, 63 of whom had not received 
prior chemotherapy for metastatic disease. All patients were treated 
with Fluoxuridine at 0.3 mg/kg body weight continuously for 12 
days in 4-weekly cycles, for 18 cycles in total except in the case of 
discontinuation due to disease progression, unacceptable toxicity or 
patient choice. Patients receiving RE underwent a single treatment 
usually 4 weeks after insertion of the hepatic artery catheter. Analysis 
of the data collected from all 74 patients was reported and indicated a 
statistically significant improvement in radiological response rate from 
the addition of RE to HAC (17.6% vs 44% p=0.01) and improvement 
in time to disease progression in the liver (9.7months vs 15.9months, 
p=0.01). The trial was not powered to detect a statistically significant 
difference in survival between the two groups, but a trend was observed 
towards improved survival in the group receiving RE and HAC, with 
improved survival in those living more than 15 months. There was no 
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statistically significant difference in grade 3 and 4 toxicities between 
the two groups, nor impairment of quality of life in the group treated 
with RE. This trial identified the failure of disease control outside the 
liver as a significant problem, underlining the importance of systemic 
chemotherapy in this patient group. On separate analysis of data from 
the 63 patients who received treatment first-line, for the purpose of 
a Cochrane systematic review [24], the differences between the two 
groups were less pronounced, with response rates of 14% vs 37% (p-
0.051) in the HAC alone and HAC + RE groups respectively. There was 
no statistically significant improvement in progression free survival, 
nor overall survival observed as a result of the addition of RE to HAC 
in this patient group. It should be noted that 41 of the 63 patients had 
extra-hepatic disease, which may account for the failure of the study 
to demonstrate a survival benefit, but even on analysis of those 22 
patients with hepatic-only disease, there was no statistically significant 
difference in progression-free survival between the two groups. 

The second randomised trial comparing chemotherapy and RE 
against chemotherapy alone for patients with colorectal metastases in 
the first-line setting was published by Van Hazel et al. [10] in 2004. 
A Phase II randomised trial of systemic 5FU and Leucovorin plus 
SIRT vs 5FU/Leucovorin alone was conducted in 21 patients, five of 
whom had extra-hepatic metastases (2 in the combination group and 
3 in the chemotherapy only group). Consistent with the Mayo regime 
that was used widely at that time, all patients were allocated to receive 
5-FU 425 mg/m2/day plus Leucovorin 20 mg/m2 daily for 5 days, in 4 
weekly cycles until the development of toxicity requiring cessation or 
disease progression; eleven of the patients were randomised to receive 
RE on the third or fourth day of the second cycle of chemotherapy. 
The study found that the RECIST response rate was better in the 
combination treatment group than the chemotherapy alone group, ten 
out of eleven patients demonstrating a partial response in the former 
group compared to none of the ten receiving chemotherapy alone. The 
median time to progression was significantly different between the two 
groups, 18.6 months in the combination group compared to 3.6 months 
in the chemotherapy group (p<0.0005) and median survival was 29.4 
months vs 12.8months (p=0.021) respectively. Grade 3 or 4 toxicity was 
also greater in the combination group but no statistically significant 
difference in quality of life was detected. One criticism of this study is 
that the sample size was small, with 2 patients in the chemotherapy-only 
arm not receiving any chemotherapy due to deterioration and patients 
in the combination group receiving more cycles of chemotherapy than 
those in the chemotherapy group [24]. Analysis of the data from those 
fifteen patients with no extra-hepatic disease in this trial by Townsend et 
al. [24] revealed a radiological response rate of 78% in the combination 
group and 0% in the chemotherapy group, with a median PFS of 19.1 
months in the former group and 4.9 months in the latter group(CI: 
0.06-0.91). The median survival of those with no extra-hepatic disease 
was 31.9 months vs 13.8 months (CI: 0.06-0.99). In summary, whilst the 
results of this trial are favourable towards the addition of RE to systemic 
chemotherapy, the small number of patients makes it difficult to draw 
definitive conclusions. Additionally, the systemic chemotherapy, used 
as first line therapy in this trial is no longer in widespread use. Overall, 
this study was a key step forward to show safety and proof-of-principle 
for combining RE with radiosensitising chemotherapy, and paved the 
way for subsequent first-line studies using oxaliplatin or Irinotecan in 
combination with 5FU.

Oxaliplatin in combination with 5FU/LV was adopted in the late 
1990s as a significant new combination chemotherapy treatment for 
advanced or metastatic colorectal cancer. The FOLFOX4 regimen 
consists of bimonthly administration of Oxaliplatin 85 mg/m2 with 

standard LV/5FU, but a slightly different drug sequence (e.g. OxMdG) 
is often given in certain counties such as the UK. A number of large scale 
studies using FOLFOX or its variants have consistently yielded RECIST 
response rates of 50-60%, progression-free survival of 8-9 months and 
median survival of 16-18 months [25]. Sharma et al. [26] reported 
promising results from a Phase I-II trial of FOLFOX chemotherapy 
in combination with RE for patients with unresectable colorectal liver 
metastases in the first line setting. Twenty patients were treated with 
oxaliplatin at escalating doses of 30-85mg/m2 and full dose 5LV/5FU 
for Cycle 1-3 and full dose FOLFOX 4 for cycles 4-12. The primary 
endpoint of the study was toxicity and the dose limiting toxicity was 
demonstrated to be G3/4 neutropenia(12 patients) with a maximum 
tolerated dose of oxalipltin 60mg/m2 for cycles 1-3. The combination 
treatment was generally well tolerated and 18 of the 20 patients (90%) 
demonstrated a partial RECIST response to treatment; two (10%) 
had stable disease. Two (10%) of the patients responded to therapy 
sufficiently that they were able to undergo a partial hepatic resection. 
The median progression-free survival was 9.3 months overall, and 14.2 
months in the seven patients with liver-only metastases, suggesting that 
the addition of RE might be most beneficial in this patient group. The 
overall median time to progression in the liver was 12.3 months. 

This phase I-II study has paved the way for larger scale randomised 
phase III trials of oxaliplatin and 5FU with or without RE in the first 
line therapy of patients with liver-dominant metastatic colorectal 
cancer. Two studies are currently open to recruitment: the international 
SIRFLOX study, which is a randomised comparison study of FOLFOX6 
plus SIR-spheres versus FOLFOX6 alone as first line treatment in 
patients with non-resectable liver metastases from primary colorectal 
cancer; and the UK National Cancer Research Network FOXFIRE 
trial, an open label randomised trial of 5-FU, Oxaliplatin and Folinic 
acid +/- Interventional radioembolisation as first line treatment for 
patients with unresectable liver only or liver-predominant metastatic 
colorectal cancer. In combination, these two trials aim to recruit 810 
patients in total; data from the two trials will be pooled to analyse the 
primary endpoint of overall survival at 2-3 years of follow-up, as well 
as secondary endpoints including progression free-survival, response 
rate and quality of life. The FOXFIRE trial will also analyse health 
economics. It should be noted that these trials have attempted to define 
the concept of “liver-dominant” disease: The context of the FOXFIRE 
and SIRFLOX trials in treatment of mCRC is shown in Figure 1. Unless 
a significant amount of post-trial cross-over occurs in the subject group, 
it is hoped that the results of these large trials will definitively answer 
the question whether the addition of SIRT to first line chemotherapy 
provides survival benefit over giving chemotherapy alone. 

Clinical rationale for combining RE with chemotherapy for 
second and subsequent lines of therapy 

There is evidence to support the view that the combination of 
Ytrium 90 RE with chemotherapy provides clinical benefit to patients 
with colorectal liver metastases in the second or subsequent lines of 
therapy. 

In an important study of a radiosensitising drug other than 
oxaliplatin, Van Hazel et al. [27] perfomed a Phase I dose escalation 
study using single agent Irinotecan and RE in twenty-five patients with 
liver only or liver-dominant colorectal metastases who were refractory 
to 5-FU but had never received Irinotecan previously. Patients were 
treated with Irinotecan at escalating doses between 50 and 100 mg/
m2 Days 1 and 8 of a 21 day cycle for 2 cycles, with RE administered 
during cycle 1 and subsequently received full dose Irinotecan at 100 
mg/m2 Days 1 and 8 for cycles 3 to 9. The trial demonstrated that the 
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combination of Irinotecan as second line chemotherapy with RE was not 
only safe, but appeared to be efficacious. The maximum tolerated dose 
was not reached and therefore the recommended dose of Irinotecan for 
combination with RE was 100 mg/m2 D1 and 8, 3 weekly. In the study, 
48% of patients were observed to have a partial radiological response to 
therapy with a median progression free survival of 6months and median 
survival of 12.2 months. Although not a randomised comparison, these 
statistics certainly compare favourably with those reported for other 
irinotecan based regimes used in this clinical setting [28-31].

RE plus chemotherapy has also been demonstrated as a valuable 
treatment strategy for patients who have progressed on standard 
systemic anti-cancer chemotherapy. The most significant study in this 
setting is the recent report by Hendlisz et al. [32]. This was a Phase 
III study of 46 patients with chemorefractory liver-only colorectal 
metastases who were randomised to receive either infusional 5FU or 
infusional 5FU with the additional of RE. Patients in the control arm 
received 5FU 300 mg/m2 d1-14 every 3 weeks and patients in the RE 
arm received 5FU 225mg/m2 D1-14 for 1 cycle then 300 mg/m2 Day1-
14 in subsequent cycles. The primary endpoint of the trial was Time to 
Progression within the Liver (TTLP) and crossover was permitted for 
patients developing progressive disease. The trial reached its primary 
endpoint by showing that RE significantly extended TTLP by 3.4 
months (from 2.1 to 5.5 months; hazard ratio 0.38, 95% confidence 
interval [CI] 0.20 to 0.72; p = 0.003). It also showed a statistically 
significant extension in Time to Progression (TTP) overall, from 2.1 to 
4.6 months (hazard ratio 0.51, 95% CI 0.28 – 0.94; p = 0.03). The disease 
control rate (partial response and stable disease) was significantly 
better in the RE arm compared with the control arm at 86% vs 35% 
(p=0.001) respectively. Grade 3 and 4 toxicity rates were higher in the 
control arm, but this difference was not statistically significant. The 
median overall survival of the groups combined was 8.7 months, with 
no statistically significant difference between the two groups. This may 
partly be explained by the fact that twenty five out of forty four patients 
whose data was analysed received further treatment for their cancer 
on progression of their disease, including 10 out of 25 patients in the 
control arm who subsequently received RE. 

Although it may be optimal to combine RE with radiosensitising 
systemic therapy whenver possible and safe, there are also studies 
which suggest that Ytrium 90 RE without concurrent chemotherapy 
treatment is a beneficial treatment in the salvage setting. Ricke et al. 
[33] perfomed a Phase II trial of RE alone as salvage therapy in 29 

patients with extensive colorectal liver metastases, with a matched-
pair analysis in comparison against a further 29 control patients who 
received best supportive care. All of the patients had been heavily 
pre-treated with chemotherapy (median of 4 lines of chemo in the RE 
group and 3 lines in the control group). Median PFS was significantly 
prolonged in patients receiving SIR-Spheres microspheres compared 
with those in the BSC cohort (5.5 vs. 2.1 months; P<0.001). The median 
overall survival was significantly longer for the patients receiving RE 
compared with controls (8.3 vs. 3.5 months; P<0.001). This benefit was 
clearly evident at 3 months (97% vs. 59% survival) and was sustained 
through 12-months follow up (24% vs. 0% survival). A multivariate 
Cox proportional hazard model analysis was used to correlate a range 
of variables with outcome, but the only prognostic variable was the lack 
of RE treatment( p<0.01). Similarly, Cosimelli et al. [34] conducted 
a Phase II prospective trial of Ytrium RE in 50 patients who had 
chemorefractory colorectal liver metastases, all having received more 
than 3 lines of chemotherapy, including one oxaliplatin-containing 
regime and one irinotecan-containing regime. The primary endpoint 
of this trial was objective response rate, determined to be 24 % (2% 
complete responses and 22% partial responses), with a further 24% 
of patients demonstrating stable disease after therapy. Two of the 
responding patients were able to undergo a potentially curative 
liver resection. The median overall survival was 12.6 months, with a 
statistically significant difference between the survival of responders 
and non-responders (16 months vs. 8 months; p=0.0006). However, 
the median Time to progression was only 3.7 months, much shorter 
than that observed in the first-line setting when combined with 
chemotherapy(18.6 months [10]).Collectively, these trials suggest that 
RE without chemotherapy is an appropriate treatment in the salvage 
setting in patients with liver dominant colorectal metastases who have 
received multiple lines of chemotherapy previously. 

Although RE can be used alone or in combination with systemic 
chemotherapy in the salvage setting, the view that Ytrium 90 RE 
combined with radiosensitising chemotherapy at an earlier stage in a 
patient’s treatment may be preferable is reinforced by a meta-analysis 
of 18 trials involving Ytrium 90 RE [35]. This determined that the 
response rate to RE and chemotherapy in the salvage setting was 79%, 
but the researchers found it to be over 90% in the first line setting, 
irrespective of whether 5-FU was used alone or in combination with 
oxaliplatin or irinotecan. 

First-line 
treatment 

FOLFOX/OxMDG
+-RE (FOXFIRE/
SIRFLOX studies)

FOLFOX/CAPOX
Combination 
treatment 
+VEGF inhibition

Combination 
treatment +EGFR 
inhibition

FOLFIRI/CAPIRI

Subsequent 
lines of  
treatment

Capecitabine 
+RE (FCCC 
and RLCC 
study)

RE salvage 
therapy (MDS 
Nordion trial) Record RE 

treatment in 
patient 
registries

Irinotecan/5FU 
or Oxaliplatin/
5FU +/-RE

Consideration of  RE with concomitant 
radiosensitizing chemotherapy 

Clinical 
Progression

Figure 1: Potential points of integration of RE into the treatment pathway of patients with liver-only or liver-dominant unresectable colorectal liver 
metastases. Figure adapted from reference [17]. The shaded boxes show clinical trials testing RE with systemic therapy. Abbreviations used: CAPIRI, capecitabine 
and irinotecan; CAPOX, cetuximab, oxaliplatin and capecitabine; FCCC, Fox Chase Cancer Center; 5-FU, 5-fluorouracil; FOLFIRI, 5-fluorouracil, leucovorin and 
irinotecan; FOLFOX, 5-fluorouracil, leucovorin and oxaliplatin; RE, radioembolization; RLCC, Robert H. Lurie Comprehensive Cancer Center. An example of a patient 
registry in development is: http://www.sirtex.com/content.cfm?sec=usa&MenuID=1120&ID=F4CCC1C2

http://www.sirtex.com/content.cfm?sec=usa&MenuID=1120&ID=F4CCC1C2
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Guidelines for combining RE with systemic chemotherapy

Based on the current evidence base, rigid recommendations 
cannot be advocated regarding criteria to combine RE with systemic 
chemotherapy in metastatic colorectal cancer in different lines of 
treatment of metastatic disease. The following are important points to 
consider in guiding physicians to combine these treatments optimally.

An important consideration is that patient selection for RE should 
be made only following thorough radiological assessment regarding 
the extent of metastatic disease within and outside the liver. As 
analysis of the randomised trials published by Gray [9] and Van Hazel 
[10] suggested, the presence of a significant burden of extra-hepatic 
metastases may limit the potential benefit obtained from RE in some 
patients. Despite this, the trials described above demonstrate that RE 
may be very appropriate therapy in patients with unresectable liver 
metastases and limited extra-hepatic metastases, as the hepatic disease 
is highly likely to be life-limiting for most patients. Indeed, the case for 
RE is strongest for patients with liver-only disease or liver-dominant 
disase, where the combination of chemotherapy and radiotherapy has 
been shown to result in long-term disease control or down-sizing to 
surgery or ablative therapy in some patients. This case is exemplified by 
a series of 46 patients with liver-only metastases, derived from mostly 
colorectal and breast primary tumours, who received a single treatment 
with RE [36]. In five patients, the liver disease was sufficiently downsized 
for subsequent Radiofrequency Ablation (RFA) of the residual lesions 
to be performed. It is notable that all 5 of these patients had a complete 
radiological response to RFA. Since it is not currently clear which 
patients benefit most from RE therapy, it is desirable to deliver RE and 
chemotherapy in the context of a clinical trial, when available. Figures 1 
and 2 show how RE and chemotherapy are being integrated in different 
lines of therapy, based on the contemporary design of clinical trials.

Which drug or combination of drugs should be given with 
yttrium -90 for optimal radiosensitisation? It should be noted that, 
since the biological mechanism of radiosensitisation (as discussed 
above) may be independent of the mechanism of anti-cancer efficacy 
of the same drugs used without concomitant radiotherapy, there is 
a scientific rationale for using a radiosensitising chemotherapy drug 
that the patient has previously received and may even have previously 
shown “tumor resistance” to. Oxaliplatin, 5-FU and irinotecan are all 
radiosensitisers, and the selection of radiosensitising chemotherapy in 

clinical practice should be guided by the dosing regimes shown to be 
safe with RE [26,27,32] rather than by the need to control microscopic 
or macroscopic disease outside the liver. Following the administration 
of radiosensitising chemotherapy with RE, the patient can subsequently 
receive a systemic regime which may offer further survival benefit. 

Currently, insufficient evidence exists to routinely recommend the 
addition of Ytrium-90 RE to systemic chemotherapy in the first line 
setting. Patients who wish to receive RE as first-line therapy for their 
metastatic colorectal cancer, and who fulfil the inclusion criteria for 
the clinical trials, should participate in the SIRFLOX and FOXFIRE 
studies. These clinical trials are currently recruiting patients in the 
UK, Europe, Australia, New Zealand and the USA. Since over 250 
patients have already been recruited to these studies, it is anticipated 
that recruitment to both studies will be completed by 2014 and survival 
data should be available in 2017.

The practice at our institution is to offer oxaliplatin and 5-FU 
chemotherapy (in the dosing regime shown to be safe in reference 
[26]) with RE as second line or subsequent line therapy for patients 
with liver-dominant or liver-only metastases from colorectal cancer, 
regardless of their previous chemotherapy history. In patients who 
have experienced unacceptable toxicity with oxaliplatin (e.g. persistent 
peripheral neuropathy), RE can be combined with infusional 5FU [32] 
or with irinotecan [27], using the dosing regimes of chemotherapy 
shown to be safe. Our current practice is to administer RE on day 2, 
3 or 4 of cycle 1 and to administer 6 weeks of chemotherapy in total 
for radiosensitisation. Following 6 weeks of therapy from the date of 
RE, chemotherapy can be switched to an alternative systemic regime to 
optimally manage extra-hepatic disease.

Conclusions 
The combination of RE and systemic chemotherapy can downstage 

a significant proportion of patients with unresectable liver metastases 
to render them amenable to potentially curative surgery or ablation. 
Furthermore, since liver disease progression is the principal cause of 
death in patients with metastatic colorectal cancer, there is a potential 
survival benefit to be gained from local control of liver metastases 
in the context of limited extrahepatic disease. The evidence base 
for combining RE and chemotherapy in the first-line treatment of 
metastatic colorectal cancer is robust enough for 2 large-scale phase 
III trials to have been initiated to test the hypothesis that the greatest 
clinical benefit from RE may be achieved from this combination therapy 
at an early timepoint in a patient’s disease course. These randomised 
trials should provide high quality evidence regarding whether this 
strategy improves the overall survival of patients with liver-dominant 
or liver-only unresectable liver metastases, and which subgroups of 
patients benefit most. In second-line and subsequent lines of therapy 
for metastatic colorectal cancer, we recommend that the combination 
of RE and systemic chemotherapy should be performed based on the 
principles of optimal intrinsic radiosensitisation of the liver metastases 
rather than by the concept of spatial cooperation, i.e. the need to control 
microscopic or macroscopic disease outside the liver. Following the 
administration of 6 weeks of radiosensitising chemotherapy with RE, 
patients can subsequently receive any systemic regime for further 
survival benefit. 
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Figure 2: Axial CT scan of a patient with metastatic colorectal cancer treated 
with systemic FOLFOX chemotherapy with RE administered via right and left 
hepatic arteries on day 3 of cycle 2. Panels A and B show pre-chemotherapy 
extent of disease, quantified at 65% replacement of liver tissue by malignant 
disease. Panels C and D show the extent of tumour regression 10 weeks after 
the RE procedure. 
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